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In this interview, Nadejda Cupciuc, born in 1932 and a native of Rezina, Moldova, describes her 
experiences during World War II. She witnessed atrocities against Jews by Romanian soldiers, 
including forced marches [likely deportations across the Dniester River to Transnistria], 
shootings, and the drowning of Jews in the river. She also describes having Romanian soldiers 
boarded at her home.  
 
 

Box 1, Tape 1 
 
 
[01:] 00:51:13 – [01:] 04:42:14 
00:00 – 03:91 
 
Cupciuc begins the interview by discussing the year of her birth [1932] in her native Rezina; 
mentions that she did not leave home during the entire period of the war; recollects how towards 
the end of the war she witnessed Jews walking in lines while they were supervised by soldiers; 
recalls their laments and especially the women’s cries; describes how, as a child, she saw a 
Jewish person being led to the mobile bridge of the Dniester River and was shot when they 
reached the middle of it; mentions that the locals were under Romanian rule and that it was the 
Romanian soldiers who shot the Jews; talks about how they, as children, knew that the people 
walking in lines were Jews; mentions that even the soldiers told them this; recalls that this went 
on daily for about a week; describes the lines, saying there were about eight in each line 
including men, women, and children. 
 
[01:] 04:42:15 – [01:] 12:53:14 
03:92 – 12:03 
 
Cupciuc talks about what the people in line were wearing and their sacks; mentions that 
sometimes Romanian soldiers would take the sacks away; recalls that once some Romanian 
soldiers who were staying in her family’s house shared a sack with her; remembers finding gold 
inside; describes how the soldiers were supervising the Jews walking in the lines and how they 
shot some of them, especially those that were shouting loudly, by the time they were on the 
mobile bridge; states that some of them, especially older ones, were pushed in the water and 
allowed to drown; describes at length the scene by the mobile bridge where Jews were shot or 
made to drown, their belongings either disappearing with them or being stolen by the Romanian 
soldiers; talks about where the Jews were brought from, saying that most were from Rezina and 
the rest from the nearby villages; describes their appearance as well-dressed and the way they 
were crying and shouting; says the Romanian soldiers were not mistreating them but rather 
supervising them until the time came to murder them; expresses compassion towards the Jewish 
victims. 
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[01:] 12:53:15 – [01:] 18:25:19 
12:04 – 17:76 
 
Cupciuc describes the Jews from Rezina being taken away at night; talks about the soldiers that 
stayed in her house; says the soldiers were doing their regular service before they received orders 
to exterminate the Jews; states that the process of extermination was going for more than a 
month; describes again the scene of their extermination; recalls how some Jews, while trying to 
swim after being forced in the river, were then shot by the soldiers standing on the shore; 
observes that not too many young people were killed, but rather, that it was mostly older people; 
mentions that afterwards no Jews remained in the town; talks about the Jews’ houses which were 
abandoned and became derelict; adds that in some cases the state transformed them into stores 
after the war was over. 
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